INTRODUCTION
We investigate here the local solvability of a second order abstract Cauchy problem of the following form:
SEMILINEAR EQUATIONS IN HILBERT SPACES
Another approach to the study of (1), (2) [BG] , [Ni] , [Ov] , [Y] ).
Here we follow a different path. Starting from some sufficient conditions devised by O. Oleinik [O] for the global solvability in C° of weakly hyperbolic equations of second order, in [D] a corresponding theory was developed in order to study weakly hyperbolic abstract equations of the form Our aim here is to apply the theory to the study of the local solvability for Pb.(1),(2).
We begin by recalling the framework of [D] . [DM] for related results in the concrete case). We shall also consider applications to equations on manifolds and of higher order (of non-kowalewskian type).
PRELIMINARY RESULTS

A. Existence and regularity for the linear equation
We recall here in the following lemmas some results from [D] , concerning abstract linear equations, that we shall need in the proof of Thms. 1,2.
We consider the linear Cauchy problem
We have the following a priori estimates for the solutions of (28), (29): where the constant C depends on the norms of B(t), [D] ), which are proved by combining classical arguments with suitable energy estimates.
We consider again Pb. (28), (29); instead of condition (5) (3), (4), (6), (8) where the constant C depends on the norms of A(t), B(t), C(t), M(t) in the spaces listed in (33) and on the CO(l; ,C (V, V')) norm of A' (t). Vol. 11, nO 4-1994. Hence we see that, for each s > so, ~~cE (t) ~ is a bounded sequence iñ '1 (I'; ~s_~), and by Eq. (15) (73) with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We obtain -a local existence result in the subspaces of defined by conditions of the form
